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Cryptonaught is a NFT token that utilizes the power of Safemoon to 
create a never-ending diluted rise in market cap.
We reward holders of CRYPT and CRYPTlab tokens for holding and staking.



Cryptonaught was launched to become the future 
of the NFT marketplace and commemorate all the 
CryptoCurrencies we know and love.

Cryptonaught started as a community who knows and loves all
crypto coins and tokens alike. So we’ve created a token that
brings them all together in our marketplace. $CRYPT will be used
to buy NFTs of projects you already know and love, like Doge!
FEG, Shiba Inu and many more that are hung on display in the
first online meme museum!

Besides our marketplace having sentimental value, CRYPT is a
fully functioning marketplace that helps independent NFT artists.
We strongly believe art should be as free as possible, so we
made it possible! What artists and consumers need and what we
o�er is a strong match because trading NFTs using $CRYPT no
longer requires you to pay a lot of money in gas to spend money!

Our Easy Mint Function solves the high gas fees of Ethereum as
you are able to mint NFTs free of charge. But still, we support
Ethereum and Binance interoperability besides multiple wallets.
Cryptonaught has made several advancements in the NFT field
to make this possible and will keep pushing the limits of NFTs!

FUNCTIONS OF THE CRYPT PLATFORM

MULTI WALLET OPERABILITY 
You can connect to our platform

using most wallets.

Minting NFTs with a convenient user
interface in mind makes it very 

accessible to everyone.

OUR MARKETPLACE

This is where you are able to buy and sell
any NFT on the site with low gas fees 

because of $CRYPT.

MINTING DASHBOARD

You will be able to mint your own NFTs 
without gas fees! This was made to play 
into all the consumer demand we heard.

EASY MINT

You will be able to stake the NFTs you 
have purchased and earn CRYPTlab 

reward tokens.

STAKING 

The place where you can browse galleries 
of our o�cial partners and freelance 

artists alike.

GALLERY 

Purchase NFTs in either Ethereum smart contracts or Binance smart contracts. 
You choose!

ETHEREUM AND BINANCE PAYMENT INTEROPERABILITY 



TOKENOMICS

$CRYPT is a progressive token that takes a total of 6% tax on holders, 1% goes 
back to holders and 5% will go to the liquidity pool; 
This is to ensure a continuously rising price floor and supply of liquidity! 
The team is monitoring and managing this tax to make sure that it will fit the 
needs of our token’s future. $CRYPT has a max supply of 1 billion tokens.

NFT MARKETPLACE APP & E-COMMERCE STORE

We’re developing a phone app for our Cryponaught platform that will make 
our platform more user-friendly for phone users.
The app will have the same functions as the website and will be available 
for up-to-date Android and Apple devices.
Our E-commerce store is where we will be selling Cryptonaught merchandise 
alongside marchandise of our o�icial partners. If you want to unleash your inner 
artist you can have a go with our built-in customizable feature and design your 
own merchandise in our E-commerce store!

ABOUT US

We are a team of 13 developers that have been in the crypto space for a 
significant amount of time and have worked to help develop and grow several 
projects. We’re expanding the team by adding more artists to make our 
marketplace really shine!

$CRYPT is and always will be a community-driven token first.
We will take everyone’s ideas into account when making decisions that will 
a�ect the future of Cryptonaught. Join us on Discord or Telegram if you want 
to meet us!

CRYPTONAUGHT



CRYPTONAUGHT $CRYPT ARMY
Join the army today enlist and get ready

to become an astronaut today.

@cryptonaughtnft

@cryptonaughtt

discord.gg/tBewpFKaqg

facebook.com/Cryptonaughts

@cryptonaughtholders

Platform: To be announced
www.thecrypt.space


